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To my children, grandchildren,
and the Scoliosis Team

Foreword
I call this a “little” book not to denigrate it in any way, but
rather to emphasize its simplicity. It is little in the sense that
it is not one of the vigorous, meticulous tomes to yoga that
have been researched and written in recent years; and to
which I am immensely grateful. This is an easy, interesting
book on my life style and feelings as a yoga teacher researching the scoliosis system for the Scoliosis Team in different
yoga poses, which parallel our planet. The very power of the
exercises outlined in this book lies in their knowledge that is
intended to help heal, or simply create freedom for us to feel
good, recover, and feel rested. They are intended to allow our
bodies to ease out of the knots and twists that it has accumulated through the years. In this little book I am trying to show
you that when we practice our yoga, we should practice with
focus and concentration and especially with a loving heart
and kindness towards our bodies. Our bodies just need to let
go, and the same goes for our planet.
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Introduction
If you are reading this book it is likely that you too have
suffered from back pain. It may be an acute condition that
you suffered short-term which you rectified through the help
of a bodywork therapist and wish to avoid in the future, or
a chronic condition which no one has been able to move,
stretch, click, or massage you out of.
I stress here that I am not a physiotherapist. My work is the
outcome of my own struggles to move through a serious and
potentially debilitating curvature of the spine. I have lived
side by side with spinal scoliosis throughout my life up until
now, having succeeded to realign over the past eight years.
It has been a most interesting, challenging, and antagonistic
relationship, as you will soon read and understand.
In the end, spinal scoliosis has been one of my greatest teachers. It has pushed me to my limits and forced me to work
differently than many of the other yoga teachers that I know,
who were born with more perfect bodies and not been hampered by the same physiological concerns. I have attended
classes where I have suffered a tremendous amount of pain
to get to this place, where after nearly thirty years of teaching I now know how to practice and teach without any pain.
I must admit this book has grown like a tree, or the ripe fruit
thereof. It is about the tree of our bodies: the back. I use the
word back here, rather than spine, as a purely descriptive
device. While the people I have come across at my yoga studio, and hundreds more just socially or in passing, have been
troubled by back pain at some point. It is very rare that someone will refer to his or her suffering as “spinal pain.” It is too
technical a term to use casually with any great confidence.
We are happier talking of the more general back, a term that
encompasses the bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments, and
connective tissues that make up the root, trunk, and neck.
These expand out to form the branches of the body. The
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“back” therefore, becomes that very center of us and upon
that we are totally dependent for free and easy movement.
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CHAPTER 1
Time moves on. It never stops and so the years pass by and
our lives change as the seasons change. Spring, summer, autumn, winter, and the ensuing extreme sensations are felt—
especially—I feel them flowing through my body. My body
has learnt to adjust through years of living, surviving, enduring, and during the time when I was just a baby in the
“home” of my mother and father, to being a toddler with my
nanny, to being a child of my grandparents, and being an
adolescent from a divorced home who was living and adjusting to arranged weekends.
Waiting—the continuous uncertainty—not knowing when
I would be collected or returned to my home or from a home
to a home—so many places I recognized as home.
From the age of six, when I started holding tight to myself,
to feel like I could survive, belong, or feel adequate in my
mind and body, so that I could permanently try to control
the uncontrollable. I was off balance, definitely off center,
which caused the left side of my brain to lose contact with
the right side of my brain. The feeling was: what can I do?
What should I do?? From the moment I felt my unimportance within the framework of my own family, a family that
was no longer willing to share love—especially with me, the
six year old.
I perceived at this early age that my parents’ needs were
far more important than my “happy family.”
Other people became important in their lives. I was just
an “arranged” time and so the “rejection.” I could feel this
deeply, beneath my skin and deep into my endocrine system.
It was so deep, the need to be loved so that I could love my
parents, that I continually tried to fix the broken, forsaken
situation. It was sad for me. I was frightened and I felt fear
and anger during all those days.
The “habit” set in early, as early as it possibly could, to
continuously keep me company continually, persistent, enduring, unrelenting I had failed without failing. I took this
1
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on as my failure and this habit kicked into every mode of my
life. I loved my parents very much. The child who loved that
which had become a failure—the failure of a divorce—the
deliberate responsibility of being the daughter who did not
deliver the “goods.”
I used to try so hard and I encouraged my right side to get
tighter to protect me—to act as a shield, a buffer—so that I
could love my parents. Even though I was not important, I
desperately wanted to know: who was I? I could actually not
find myself at six years old, so going through adolescence I
got completely lost. My body was changing and my needs
were insistent. No one was there to see, hear, or even tell me
anything.
But so much was going on all the time and I had to wait
and wait while the failure habit I attracted found a functional
home. There was the imprint of being not good enough. It
wasn’t being good enough for my parents, but for whom?
Was it for my self-image or for what happened emotionally?
I faced enormous challenges adapting to living, and ultimately, to surviving. Sorrowfully and independently, I struggled to support myself physically and emotionally. These
emotions increased year by year, because my habit of not
achieving created more and more incredible deep feelings of
negativity. I remember being the precious and forgivable age
of sixteen like it was yesterday and not to forget to mention
that today I am now fifty-six years old. All these years, I have
been burdened financially —at the age of thirteen years old,
then again at sixteen, and again at twenty.
How much negativity can one endure? And all I could do
was patiently wait and bear the grudge of emotional fear and
anxiety, which eventually ruled my physical and mental being. The stress of constantly moving, being on the move all
the time, having my furniture of my bedroom taken away
from me at the age of thirteen witnessing, and living with
this picture frame alarmed my teenage privileges.
So at sixteen years old, I waited, sitting on my bed in my
new room. This was not my real bedroom. I never had the
same address for longer than two years and I was completely
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traumatized in this lonely situation. I wanted to go to school,
but I was scared. I was scared to hear, to see, and ashamed
that I had no answers to give to my friends, my teachers, or
my family. Sitting on my bed, I dressed for school feeling,
always feeling, desperate. I was very thin, my food eaten by
anxiety, which was completely unusual to my usual string
of thoughts. In my delusional state, I see in my mind’s eye
a visualization of what I know now to be my yoga studio. I
was in a dream: people were exercising and I was standing
in front of them demonstrating something. It was something
to do with exercising my body. I was not sure what, but this
was in my dream space. While writing, I take breaks to go
to lunch, the Waterfront, Table Bay Harbor, Cape Town, grocery shopping, or browse at the CNA (a book and stationery
store) to buy a new writing book. But it is so strange as I
begin to work towards my yoga studio. My eyes are open
and my mind is alert as I’m thinking. I’m tense and my central nervous system is alive with tiny nerves that are sending
messages loud and clear. My emotions caused my spine to
tighten and I want help, security and information. My scoliosis is pulling me from right to left and inviting my hips,
pelvis, shoulders, nerves, and cells to contract. I become fatigued, and need to sleep so that I can once again realign and
continue the day.
Looking back, I realize that my interests gravitated towards survival instead of the realities in the day of a child.
This mental process allowed for me to overdo myself in my
actions and sports.
Stop!
Stop the cycle. Stop the habit, stop the liking the negativity, and stop wanting the negativity. I want to enjoy the
universe full of the nature that softens the nerves, nerve endings, and muscle contortion. Please let me become dynamic
in being, with the help of nature and yoga. My body had
been locked in a prism and needed to recognize freedom.
My yoga allowed me to start recognizing, coordinating, and physically integrating my muscles, organs, nerves,
chakras, elements, and sensory organs.
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Gently, I began my writing. This all part of my healing,
I regarded the start of the day important, to be in a relaxed
state; so that my joints could relate to and invite my bones,
with the permission of my muscles, to coordinate safe passages for my nerve impulses. This is all so that my energy
can spiral and flow. I began to understand that this process
would bring clarity to my thought process, body, mind and
breath. Obviously my yoga encourages, and has encouraged,
a much happier self and a shift to a happier life. My teaching
is with me as a twin, in fact. It is appropriate as a Gemini, to
accept the responsibility of a twin. My spine adapted to this
twin situation as the scoliosis taught me what balance is all
about. Let’s face it, without my imbalance how would I know
the true balance? So I thank my spine and my soul.
I must admit that being the yoga teacher has embedded
within me an insurmountable trust regarding the elements
within my body, the universal elements, and the importance
of playing the balancing act in order to encourage my body,
mind, and breath to remain and sustain my health.
Bearing all this in mind, over the years of connecting
with my spine in the yoga room with my yoga students and
the yoga teacher, healing has become my habit. No matter
what my sensory organs hear, see, feel, and taste, I produce
a natural alignment with nature and those elements I have
mentioned previously: all of which confirm victory over the
unjustified process that was established in my childhood.
I feel that I now have permission to organically release
and absorb love and function in a happy state.
The texture of my skin, and the tone of my muscles allows for my bones, including my spine, to enjoy balance. It
encourages a certain degree of harmony—giving me an entitled focus—to remain upright and balanced within my body
and also take into account the changes in nature, elements,
and chakras. Being focused was always a challenge to me.
It was always far away or misplaced. I could never hold my
focus. My thoughts wandered everywhere, and I only held
onto survival methods. Right now, having a strong spine and
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a tuned and alert awareness, I am able to empower myself.
This encourages strength to realign my body and mind, causing them to take charge to which releases the tensions of the
tearing misalignment. In this way, the strong challenges of
life create a misconception of reality. This causes the scoliosis to develop and take charge. This being my challenge, I
have now reorganized and made a space for the opportunity
of empowerment and allow for my natural flow of energy.
I feel blessed and am so lucky to have experienced this
way of life, or “my natural flow of energy” that I have learnt,
and taught, over the years. Discipline is part of the puzzle of
“balance” in my daily life, and that mental focus of knowing
this discipline creates the connection of my bones to specific
joints to enable my body to recognize its strength and natural
soft alignment. By this I mean, and I refer to nothing extraordinary, but just pure tone.
The “pure tone” of my body is a recognition associated
with self-acceptance, from a physical and mental point of
view. This self-acceptance establishes a familiar feeling so
that the vertebrae of my spine can connect and ascend the
full length of the torso of my body. The anterior and posterior sides of my body are even because of the full muscular
support from the discipline of understanding movement.
Knowing and recognizing this feeling creates freedom,
love, and basically just allows me to be quiet unconditionally. But remember there is a rule to be followed: reconnect
the awareness of the mind to the word and action of discipline. That is always the discipline of being in the state of
mental and physical alignment when standing, sitting, lying
down, and generally across all life situations.
Habits are created by aligned yoga poses, such as going
forward or backward. This movement enhances wellbeing.
It maintains a balance between the physical and mental. My
concentration when doing and feeling the balance of each
yoga position is crucial for accurate physical and mental
alignment. Discipline, awareness, and focus prepare my
outer body for movement to align my inner body—breathe
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in, breathe out—outer body—breathe in, breathe out—and
organic body—breathe in, breathe out.
I practice to become very quiet and to graciously accept
these movements that soften my muscles on either side of my
spine that support my vertebrae and integrate with my nervous system, endocrine system, digestive system, and respiratory system. These all need to be part of an aligned body
to feel good. In 2010, I traveled to the United States and
stopped in London to visit my children and grandchildren. I
was sitting in Terminal 5 at Heathrow, which is such a beautiful terminal. I was deep in thought—as you can just imagine,
alone—sitting on a chair. I was waiting and maybe a little
anxious just before the flight. But this is a good anxiety—
full of anticipation—and the smoke from Eyjafjallajökull in
Iceland was preventing flights from leaving Heathrow. Our
planet is blocked with toxins.
I could not help thinking how I could compare this with
the scoliosis of my body that was caused by the block formed
by deep-seated habit and how this memory deep in the muscles of my body needed to be able to unblock so that I could
let go and channel love and freedom. I kept on feeling the
eruption of the volcano sitting on the chair in the airport.
The eruption went deeper and deeper into my muscles and
tissues, as I found peace. My mind was evolving and erupting so that I could let go of failure. This immense heat from
the volcano would create space and allow for freedom from
scoliosis.
I find it fascinating, and therefore keep relating the changing of the elements of the universe, and coding and decoding
the elements of my body, when doing and teaching my yoga.
I constantly feel the significance of the structures and balances of the elements. My mental fluctuations and physical
activities—in their doing and undoing—are like the tides of
the oceans. This freezing marine layer moves the summers
into autumn and the winters into spring.
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